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Direct CREAM submission: why!
  Using gLite WMS now just as a pilot  

deployment mechanism!
 Limited use of brokering  

features!
•  Confusing ranking expressions!

 For jobs with input data the  
destination site is already  
chosen!

  Direct submission!
 Can apply individual site policy!

•  Site chooses how much load it can take!
 Direct measurement of the site state watching the 

pilot status info!
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Direct CREAM submission: how!

  Fully integrated with the DIRAC WMS system!
 CREAM pilots are seen as running at CREAM sites 

in parallel with those submitted through WMS !

 Monitoring, controls, output retrieval are the same 
from the operator perspective!

!!
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Some details!

  Pilots are only submitted if!
 There are eligible jobs in the DIRAC Task Queue!

•  Do not maintain some pilots waiting just in case!
 The site is considered underloaded!

•  Configurable, e.g. number of waiting pilots is less than a 
predefined fraction of the number of the running pilots!

 No blind pilot submission!
  Still we can have some excess number of pilots 

if there are only few sporadic user jobs!
  In a stable saturated regime the number of pilots is 

considerably lower than the number of user jobs.!
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Some details!

  A dedicated SiteDirector ( aka Pilot Factory ) is 
running for each CREAM CE instance !
 Can run anywhere geographically: on VO-box at 

CERN, at a site!
 Needs gLite UI installed!
 Should run on a trusted host in the DIRAC 

framework to get access to the generic pilot proxy!
 Scales well with any number of CREAM CEs used!

  Only Generic ( MU ) pilots are submitted!
 Users are not supposed to submit directly to the 

CREAM CEs anyway!!
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Status!

  Running in the DIRAC Certification test with full 
real production jobs!
 Using CREAM CE instance at CNAF!

•  ce01-lcg.cr.cnaf.infn.it !
 The pilot output is stored in the CE local gridftpd or 

in the gridftpd on VO-box at CERN !
 This works quite stable for the last several weeks!

  The DIRAC release with the CREAM CE direct 
submission support will go in production next 
week!
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Next Steps!

  Run in full production with the CNAF CREAM CE 
instance!

  Add progressively more CREAM CEs at other T1s!
 CREAM CEs with the direct submission are excluded 

from the submission through WMS!
  Eventually, all the CREAM CEs will be used with 

the direct submission!
 Keeping legacy LCG-CEs with the WMS submission!


